C A LG A RY ’S
CLINICAL RESEARCH
CONTRIBUTIONS

A VERY BRIEF
GLOSSARY OF
CLINICAL TRIAL
TERMS
Clinical trial: The testing
and tracking of a new
treatment to evaluate its
effects on human health
outcomes.
Industry-sponsored
trial: When a business
or corporation, like a
pharmaceutical company,
conceives, plans and
funds a clinical trial.

T

he clinical trials that come to life
at the Tom Baker Cancer Centre
can change lives beyond Calgary,
the province or even Canada. Dr. Jose
Monzon knows this from experience.
“When you do clinical trials research,
you’re making impacts not only on your
community,” explains Monzon, “but
also on patients worldwide.”

Investigators: The
researchers leading and
conducting work on a
clinical trial.

From cutting-edge
therapies to innovative
interventions, cancer
clinical trials offer new
ways to prevent, detect
and manage the disease.
Here, meet the doctors
and researchers leading
Alberta clinical trials
and the patients and
families experiencing
more moments because
of them.

Investigator-initiated
trial: When an
independent researcher
has an idea for a trial
they want to conduct,
conceive, plan and run
themselves.

CLINICAL TRIAL RESEARCH THAT BEGINS AT
CALGARY’S TOM BAKER CANCER CENTRE HAS THE
POTENTIAL TO IMPACT CANCER PATIENTS AROUND
THE GLOBE by NATHAN KUNZ
Monzon is a medical oncologist and
medical leader for the Clinical Research
Unit at the Tom Baker. He helps manage
and oversee the roughly 150 clinical
trials happening in the centre at any
given time while also leading trials of
his own. The role includes meeting with
clinical trial unit leaders to discuss trial
activities, brainstorm ways to improve

the process for patients and find avenues
to open other trials. Beyond research,
Monzon sees patients and enrolls
eligible candidates into existing trials.
While the job can be varied and
complex, Monzon’s rationale behind
why he does what he does is simple.
“To be able to help patients through
that process and that journey seemed
important to me,” he says. “I learned
very early on that with research,
you can make huge impacts on
patient outcomes.”
Simply, a clinical trial is the testing
of a novel agent — often a drug —
or a previously known agent in a
unique setting to evaluate its safety,
responsiveness, toxicity and, of course,
its effect on survival. Eligible patients
are enrolled in trials and tracked
through regular tests to gauge how the
agent is working versus the previously
established treatment option.
After three phases with different goals
at each, the treatment can potentially
become the new standard of care.
According to Monzon, the Tom
Baker is unique in its opportunity for
investigator-initiated trials (read
more on pg. 25), often supported by
the Alberta Cancer Foundation. This
reputation is attractive for academic
researchers across the country and
is part of what drew him to Calgary.
Monzon has helped lead a handful of
trials spawned from findings at the
Tom Baker, such as an ongoing look
into the positive effects of statins,
which are cholesterol medications,
on rectal cancer patients undergoing
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Phase four trials happen once the agent is established
as a new standard of care. They operate like populationbased studies in function, looking into the benefits of the
treatment in broader use.

The novel drug or treatment is compared
to the previous standard of care. If the
new treatment shows improvements
in survival, it usually becomes the new
standard of care.
Once the dose is established,
researchers begin looking at efficacy
and responsiveness. An indicator
in many clinical trials is how much
tumours shrink.
Often the “first-in-human” trial,
phase one starts testing the
safety and tolerability of a drug.
Researchers start with a very
small dose and incrementally
increase until signs of
toxicity appear. Efficacy and
responsiveness data are
collected, but it’s not yet
the main goal.
Prior to clinical trials,
bench researchers run
tests outside of humans.
This often means seeing
how cells react within
cancer cell line models
or animal models and
how novel agents
may show activity in
or inhibit pathways.

PHASES OF CLINICAL TRIALS

chemotherapy and radiation therapy.
The idea for the trial came from a
patient database assembled by fellow
oncologist Dr. Michael Vickers during
his time working at the Tom Baker.
The opportunity to work together
and collaborate to create new trials in
Calgary not only helps researchers, but
also benefits patients.
“These are homegrown ideas. That’s
the beauty of it,” says Monzon. “These
are trials that can open up options for
our patients here.”
Each year, the Tom Baker Cancer
Centre enrolls around 400 patients into
clinical trials, creating opportunities
to pursue alternative treatments that
can lead to life-saving results. With the
Tom Baker acting either as the starting
point or as a contributor to larger trials,
the potential for widespread change is
immense. And at its core, it all starts
with the patients.
“[Clinical trials] provide these
options of novel treatments, and it gives
the patients hope of responding and
prolonging life, but it also helps other
cancer patients,” says Monzon. “We have
everything to thank for the patients
involved in clinical trials. Our goal is to
have a clinical trial opportunity for every
single patient who comes to the cancer
centre and that patient and clinician
trial activity should be celebrated and
encouraged.”

JIM FIORENTINI’S STORY
THROUGHOUT 2019, CALGARIAN JIM
FIORENTINI UNDERWENT A SERIES
OF OPERATIONS AND TESTS AFTER
FINDING A LUMP ON HIS LOWER BACK,
WHICH TURNED OUT TO BE MALIGNANT.
WHILE THE INITIAL OPERATIONS WERE
SUCCESSFUL, FURTHER LESIONS FOUND
IN THE LATE SUMMER AND EARLY FALL
POINTED TOWARDS THE SPREADING OF
MERKEL CELL CARCINOMA — A RARE AND
AGGRESSIVE TYPE OF SKIN CANCER.
WHEN EXPLORING TREATMENT
OPTIONS, DR. MONZON, FIORENTINI’S
ONCOLOGIST AT THE TOM BAKER CANCER
CENTRE, FOUND THAT FIORENTINI WAS
A FIT FOR A PHASE 2 IMMUNOTHERAPY
CLINICAL TRIAL MONZON WAS LEADING.
FIORENTINI DECIDED TO MOVE FORWARD

JIM AND
HIS WIFE,
CARLA.

DID YOU KNOW?
With funding from the Alberta
Cancer Foundation, Alberta Cancer
Clinical Trials provides essential
support to clinical trials in cancer
centres across the province. That
help includes promoting awareness
of available trials, soliciting patient
feedback, enhancing reporting of
clinical trials in Alberta and boosting
funding. From April 2020 to March
2021, 75 new trials were launched,
1,022 participants were accrued,
and nine investigator-initiated
trials were funded. Learn more at
albertacancerclinicaltrials.ca

WITH THE TRIAL, AND IS CURRENTLY ON 22
OF 24 CYCLES OF IMMUNOTHERAPY, WHICH
HAVE SHRUNK THE LESIONS THROUGHOUT
FIORENTINI’S BODY EFFECTIVELY.
HE SHARES HIS STORY HERE:

“When Dr. Monzon — and I
remember this just like yesterday — asked
me if I was interested to know what
my prognosis was if I did not receive
any treatment, I told him ‘no’ because I
intended to fight this thing. I thought,
‘Alright, now I have a challenge in front
of me. I’m not going to let the challenge
beat me. I’m going to do what I can to
fight, and then we’ll see what happens.’
“It was determined that I was a
candidate for the immunotherapy
program [clinical trial] as the best course
of action. So, it was just days before
Christmas 2019 when I received my first
injection cycle of immunotherapy.
“The epiphany occurred when there
was another lump. I asked Dr. Monzon
if I should have it removed, and he said,

‘No, we’re going to use that as a gauge
to see if the immunotherapy is working
or not.’
“For a number of cycles after, I
avoided touching that area or even
investigating the lump on my own. And
lo and behold, when I went to have a
check-up with Dr. Monzon, that lump
had disappeared, and I hadn’t even
realized it.

“There was a progression. These
reductions just didn’t happen overnight
— it took a number of cycles. But we
could see the slow retraction of these
lesions, to the point where most of
them, if not all of them, were no
longer detectable.
“[This clinical trial]
means I have more
time with my family.
It gives me hope that
I can live to be a little
older than I am now. I
can hopefully share my
experience and provide
some comfort and hope
for those who are going
to follow.
“I can only hope that
my small contribution
will help people who
would have to suffer through this in
the future. It makes me feel good that I
get to be a part of this — to help and be
a contributor in some small way. It’s a
wonderful feeling.
“I think my wife said it the best –
sometimes God puts us on this Earth for
a reason and maybe, it’s possible, that
this is the reason why He put me on this
Earth — to help.”

PHOTOS BY JASON DZIVER
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BRINGING CUTTINGEDGE THERAPIES TO
EDMONTON
THE INTERNATIONAL
REPUTATION OF
THE CROSS CANCER
INSTITUTE’S CLINICAL
TRIALS UNIT CAN
MEAN LIFE-CHANGING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
LOCAL PATIENTS.
by KARIN OLAFSON

E

arly in his oncology career, a
colleague shared a nugget of
wisdom with Dr. Randeep Sangha,
and it’s something that’s always stuck
with him.
“I was told we may treat 5,000
patients throughout our career, but
one positive clinical trial can help out
hundreds of thousands of patients,”
says Sangha, an oncologist and director
of the Cross Cancer Institute’s (CCI)
Clinical Trials Unit. “I think that’s one of
the reasons why I like clinical trials — it
offers that hope for a greater proportion
of patients and advances the science of
treating cancer.”
This is particularly true for the
CCI’s Clinical Trials Unit, which
connects hundreds of cancer patients
to cutting-edge therapies. The unit’s
team includes over 60 investigators
— researchers who are medical and
radiation oncologists — who improve
the prognosis and quality of life for
patients diagnosed with all types of
cancer by testing new treatments.
Currently, the unit places more than
500 cancer patients on new drugs being
trialled each year; this recruitment
is the highest per capita in Canada.
But the team has ambitious goals and
hopes to increase that to 1,000 patients
within the next five years.
The unit participates in international
and national studies and offers a
pathway for “made-in-Edmonton” trials.
“The CCI is able to get the trials we
want because we’ve developed a good
reputation among our partners,” says
Sangha. The unit’s prestige enables
it to participate in global research,

join medical conversations outside
of Canada and bring in innovative
therapies that CCI patients couldn’t
otherwise access. Sangha says by
participating in global trials, “you’re
learning about new agents sooner rather
than later.”
Sangha explains there are multiple
ways the unit comes to participate in
these international studies. Often, CCI
researchers are directly approached to
determine their interest in participating
in industry-sponsored global trials. The
CCI is known internationally for its data
quality, accrual rates and researchers.
Therefore, it is frequently determined
to be one of the best Canadian trial
sites for studies to be conducted. CCI

researchers may also seek out innovative
trials happening elsewhere in the world,
which they might hear about through
networking, and then ask to participate.
The level of international collaboration
depends on the trial; a phase 1 or 2 trial
might involve weekly or monthly calls.
A phase 3 trial will see the international
researchers share their results at
conferences or when working together
to author a report.
As the Clinical Trials Unit director,
Sangha oversees the launch and
operation of all the unit’s trials, but he is
also a researcher himself. For example,
between 2015 and 2019, Sangha was the
local lead for the ALEX trial, a global
clinical trial with researchers from 35
DR. RANDEEP SANGHA

countries. It examined whether a stateof-the-art drug — alectinib — improved
cancer outcomes for patients living
with a rare mutation of an advanced
lung cancer compared to the standardof-care treatment. The results were
overwhelmingly positive and Sangha
says participating in the trial gave
participants “earlier access to an agent
that, ultimately, turned out to be better
than standard-of-care.”
Simply, the CCI’s participation in
global clinical trials can be an enormous
benefit for patients.
“It’s a well-known fact that sites
that participate in clinical trials [have
better] clinical outcomes,” says Sangha.
“Whenever anybody comes through our
door on their cancer journey, there’s the
possibility they’ll be able to enroll into a
clinical trial.”

DELORES ZUK’S STORY
IN JANUARY 2015, AT 59 YEARS OLD,
DELORES ZUK WAS DIAGNOSED WITH
STAGE 4 NON-SMALL CELL LUNG
CANCER. SHE WAS EXPECTED TO LIVE
ONLY 18 MONTHS IF SHE OPTED FOR
CHEMOTHERAPY. BUT HER ONCOLOGIST,
DR. RANDEEP SANGHA, WAS LEADING A
CLINICAL TRIAL AT THE TIME AND ZUK
WAS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE. SINCE HER
DIAGNOSIS, ZUK HAS PARTICIPATED IN
TWO CLINICAL TRIALS THAT NOT ONLY
IMPROVED HER QUALITY OF LIFE, BUT ARE
THE REASON SHE BEAT THE ODDS.
SHE SHARES HER STORY HERE:

“I will always remember that first CT
scan. My lungs looked like they were
stuffed with cotton balls, or like the sky
when it’s filled with white, fluffy clouds.
In other words, my lungs were full
of cancer.

DID YOU KNOW?
The Alberta Cancer Foundation
supports every cancer-related
clinical trial in Alberta. The
Foundation is committed to raising
$10 million over the next five years
to support innovative research
and treatment for Albertans
facing cancer.
PHOTO BY JOHN ULAN
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“I was given my options. My first
option was to do nothing, which would
give me six to eight months to live. My
second was to do chemotherapy, which
would give me up to a year and a half.
The third option was to participate in a
clinical trial of which my oncologist,
Dr. Randeep Sangha, was the local lead.
The trial was testing a new treatment
drug called alectinib; Dr. Sangha said if I
took the research drug, it could possibly
give me five to six years.
“I was coughing all the time. I didn’t
have the energy to do what I loved
in life like golfing, dancing with my
husband or enjoying the company of my
grandkids. It wasn’t hard for me to make
a choice: I decided to participate in
Dr. Sangha’s clinical trial.
“I started in March 2015. Amazingly,
within about one week of taking
alectinib, my coughing was almost all
gone. Participating in the trial meant

I took eight alectinib pills daily — four
in the morning and four at suppertime
— and I had to fill in a diary daily. I
also visited the Cross Cancer Institute
every eight weeks for follow-up
appointments, an MRI and CT scan.
“The alectinib blocked my cancer for
four years, but then it became resistant
to that drug. Luckily, Dr. Sangha was
leading a second clinical trial and I was
eligible to participate. In May 2019,
I began taking a research drug called
brigatinib. I took just one brigatinib
pill at the same time each morning
and filled out a diary. That trial ended
in March 2021, but I am still taking the
brigatinib for my cancer. It’s the reason
I’m doing as well as I am today.
“I feel so fortunate to have
participated in these clinical trials.
I experienced very few side effects
from the research drugs, and now I
feel healthier and more energized. I

always felt very well taken care of by
the research team and knew I was in
good hands.
“The trials not only helped me beat
the odds, but they gave me more time
to live my life. Throughout this journey,
I continued working and retired at the
end of June. I celebrated milestones,
like graduations, with my family. But
beyond my own personal experience,
I’m hopeful that my participating in
these trials could also help someone else
down the road.”

CROSS CANCER
INSTITUTE’S
CLINICAL TRIALS
UNIT: BY THE
NUMBERS
The unit places more
than 500 cancer patients
on new treatments being
trialled each year. This
recruitment is the highest
per capita in Canada.
At any one point, the unit
is running 120 clinical
trials from early phase 1
to phase 2, 3 or 4 studies.
Dr. Sangha estimates
that between 60% and
70% of these are global
trials.
14% of patients treated
at CCI participate in a
clinical trial. (The national
average is about 8%.)

DID YOU KNOW?

DELORES ZUK

The CCI’s participation in clinical
trials saves the Alberta health-care
system close to $19 million each
year in treatment costs alone. That’s
because companies that sponsor
clinical trials provide the cancer
drugs, so funding isn’t needed from
the provincial system.

I N V E S T I G AT O R I N I T I AT E D T R I A L S
INVESTIGATOR-INITIATED TRIALS BEGIN WITH
RESEARCHERS ASKING QUESTIONS
by ELIZABETH CHORNEY-BOOTH

THANKS TO THE QUICK AND VERY
PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT OF COVID-19
VACCINATIONS, THE GENERAL PUBLIC HAS
A PRETTY GOOD IDEA OF HOW INDUSTRYSPONSORED DRUG TRIALS USUALLY WORK.
TYPICALLY, A PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY
WILL DEVELOP A DRUG AND WORK ITS
WAY TOWARDS TESTING IT ON HUMAN
PATIENTS, WITH THE END GOAL OF HAVING
THE DRUG APPROVED FOR PUBLIC USE.
BUT THERE’S ANOTHER KIND OF TRIAL
THAT THE PUBLIC MAY NOT BE SO AWARE
OF; INVESTIGATOR-INITIATED TRIALS (IIT)
TEST WHETHER A NEW INTERVENTION
WILL HELP PATIENTS, EVEN IF THERE ISN’T
ANY FINANCIAL INTEREST.

WHAT IS AN IIT?
At its most basic, an IIT is any trial that
is authored, initiated and conducted by
an independent doctor or researcher.
The doctor/researcher and their team
also run the trial and interpret the
results. These trials are particularly
useful in the field of oncology, where
a doctor may notice that a certain
category of patients is reacting
differently to a specific treatment than
others, perhaps because of a drug they
may be taking for unrelated reasons. An
inquisitive physician may start asking
questions about those differences,
leading towards the development of a
proper IIT. In Alberta, IITs are approved
by regional and provincial review
panels, with funding made available
from organizations like the Alberta
Cancer Foundation.

FINDING NEW PURPOSES
FOR FAMILIAR DRUGS
Dr. Matthew Anaka, a resident doctor
in the oncology training program
at the Cross Cancer Institute (CCI)
in Edmonton, is working with his
oncology colleague Dr. Michael Chu
on an IIT involving lymphoma and
multiple myeloma patients who
undergo stem cell transplants. Anaka
has an academic research background
and completed a PhD before going to
medical school, which is why he is so
interested in IITs. The study, which will
launch as soon as it receives approval
from Health Canada, focuses on the
effects of a common antihistamine
called loratadine (sold commercially
as Claritin) on bone pain. This type
of pain can result from a drug called
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor
(G-CSF), which is integral to the stem
cell treatment process.
The oncology community at large
has noticed that patients taking G-CSF
who were also using loratadine for
allergies anecdotally experienced
less pain. Anaka says there is also
some biological rationale to support
the association. There are histamine
receptors in the bone marrow and
evidence that histamine signalling can
be involved in causing bone pain, all of
which spurred this IIT. Since loratadine
is already known to be a safe drug with
few side effects, Anaka and Chu could
skip the animal and phase 1 trial that
a new drug would be subject to. Once

they get approval, they will start their
double-blind trial with 76 stem cell
transplant patients, half of whom will
receive a placebo. Chu is the lead on
the study and Anaka is working closely
with him, but the pair will employ the
help of other doctors within Alberta
Health Services to recruit patients
and conduct the research. The doctors
aren’t being led by a preferred result, so
they’ll happily accept whatever path the
research leads them down.
“Obviously, if we find that we can use
loratadine to treat people, that would be
fantastic,” Anaka says. “But if the study
is negative and we find that it doesn’t
help, that’s also good to know because
we don’t want people to use something
that isn’t an effective treatment. People
are using this already without real
evidence that it works, and we want to
be able to offer better guidance.”

A PATIENTCENTRED FOCUS
Anaka says oncology is particularly
well-suited for IITs, and as a resident,
he feels the CCI is open to doctors of all
levels following their lines of inquiry
to find ways to better serve patients.
With trials like the loratadine study,
even if more data is required to change
recommendations, the preliminary data
uncovered in an IIT can help to secure
funding for larger studies. IITs also give
doctors, even those like Anaka who are
in the early stages of their careers, the
opportunity to feel like they are making
a difference in patients’ lives.
“You can really improve your patients’
care results with this kind of research,”
he says. “That’s one of the things I’ve
really enjoyed in moving from lab-based
research to seeing patients. There’s an
interplay in being able to use research to
help people on a day-to-day basis.”

PHOTO BY JOHN ULAN
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TRANSFORMING
R A D I AT I O N
T R E AT M E N T

DID YOU KNOW?
One of the first controlled clinical
trials ever recorded happened in
1747. The trial was led by Scottish
physician James Lind and tested
whether citrus fruit was effective
against scurvy in sailors.

by JENNIFER FRIESEN

A

DR. NAWAID USMANI, LEAD OF THE
NORTHERN LIGHTS PROGRAM

fter 15 years of development
and endless hours of research,
a machine with Alberta-made/
developed technology is one step closer
to providing game-changing treatment
for cancer patients.
This pioneering technology combines
the imaging capabilities of an MRI
with the radiation abilities of a linear
accelerator (Linac) to accurately target
tumours. Funded by the Alberta Cancer
Foundation, Alberta Health Services
and others two years ago, the Northern
LIGHTs program launched a clinical
trial this past September to study and
confirm the safety and effectiveness
of this Linac-MR at the Cross Cancer
Institute (CCI) in Edmonton.
By blending these two technologies,
the Linac-MR offers real-time imaging

during radiation treatments and has the
capability to shorten treatment time and
negate damage to healthy organs.
“We’re at the point where we’re
getting ready to start treating patients,”
says Northern LIGHTs program lead Dr.
Nawaid Usmani. “It’s really exciting to
be able to finally use this technology to
do that.”
For decades, doctors have used
CT-based technology to see inside the
body to better target tumours with
radiation.
“CT is really good to see inside the
body,” says Usmani. “But it’s not able to
see all of the organs or tumours inside
the body clearly. MR can visualize some
organs or tumours more clearly. It’s like
going from black and white pictures to
colour pictures where you are able to

appreciate some details more clearly
with MR.”
Dr. Gino Fallone is a medical physicist
and began work on the Linac-MR over
a decade ago. Fallone and his research
team developed two prototypes at
the CCI, demonstrating that it was
possible to safely combine a Linac
with an MR machine. Since then, the
team has developed a Linac-MR ready
to be used clinically in the Northern
LIGHTs program.
Before Fallone’s research began,
Usmani says it was generally thought
that combining MRIs with radiation
machines was “impossible.”
“The worry was that the radiation
machines would interfere with
the MRIs, and vice versa. But with
Fallone’s research, they realized that
it’s not only possible to combine the
two technologies, but they started
developing it themselves.”
In addition to being difficult to see on
CT scans, some tumours are in organs
prone to movement during radiation,
such as lungs, prostates and stomachs.
By having a live visual of the cancer,
this technology is designed to target
radiation at cancers more precisely
while limiting radiation to the healthy
tissue in the area.
“The exciting thing with this
technology is not only that we can see
things better than before, but we can
actually watch the tumours during
treatment,” says Usmani. “This way, if
the tumour moves out of the way of
radiation through breathing or some
other natural process, we can correct or
stop the treatment temporarily until it
comes back to the right place. By doing
that, we will hopefully have fewer side
effects and less risk of long-term damage
to normal tissues.”
Until the spring of 2021, the Northern

LIGHTs team was testing the Linac-MR
on “water phantoms” in the basement
of the CCI, where they used containers
of water filled with sensors to test to
see if the technologies were working
as expected.
After “rigorous testing,” Usmani says
the team received regulatory and ethics
approval this year to start using this
technology on patients. They began
imaging prostate, liver and central
nervous system tumours in volunteer
patients over the summer. The imaging
process will take approximately a year.
At the same time, the program will
begin clinical trials to start treating
patients later in 2021.
“We feel confident the machine is
precise and that it’s able to do things
safely,” he says.
Usmani became the program lead
of the Northern LIGHTs initiative two
years ago. As a radiation oncologist for

14 years, Usmani specialized mainly
in prostate cancer and was keen to get
involved with this research with Fallone.
He says he believes this technology
will “help transform the way we treat
prostate cancer.”
Radiation for prostate cancer
currently takes 20 sessions on average
to avoid damage, but Usmani says he
hopes this new technology will reduce
that number to five sessions.
“I think this will revolutionize
radiation oncology and cancer
treatment,” says Usmani. “There were
a number of tumour sites we didn’t
think we’d be able to treat safely with
radiation because we couldn’t see the
tumours clearly or focus the radiation
precisely enough, so I think it’s very
exciting that we’ll be able to improve
our radiation treatments with this,
and hopefully improve our patients’
outcomes in the long term as well.”

THE LINAC-MR SAFELY COMBINES
A LINAC WITH AN MR MACHINE

INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE
ABOUT ACTIVE CLINICAL TRIALS IN ALBERTA?
VISIT ALBERTACANCERCLINICALTRIALS.CA

PHOTOS BY JOHN ULAN
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PERSEVERANCE
AND PROMISE
CROSS CANCER INSTITUTE LAUNCHES TRIAL
OF FIRST HOMEGROWN DRUG
by SHARON BASARABA, Cancer Care Alberta

L

ike a proud parent, computational
biophysicist Jack Tuszynski is
reflecting on what he and his
colleagues have worked tirelessly to
create over the last 15 years: a promising
treatment for late-stage bladder cancer.
Now, the drug is poised to begin its
first human trials at Edmonton’s Cross
Cancer Institute (CCI), where it was
fully conceived and developed.
“It’s the culmination of a long
journey during my time as an
experimental oncologist at the Cross,”
Tuszynski notes. He’s currently a
professor of physics at the University
of Alberta, and remains a member
of the Cancer Research Institute of
Northern Alberta.
“It’s already making history! Taken
all the way from
its initial design
to testing at
the CCI, it’s the
first made-inAlberta drug
that kills cancer
cells directly
to be used in a
clinical trial.”
Appropriately
named
CCI-001 to
commemorate
its pioneering
role, the drug
had its origins in
computer
software

rather than in the lab.
“As a biophysicist, I’m interested
in the forces, energies and velocities
within living cells as they divide. To
fight cancer, a disease in which cells
divide out of control, we need to know
the detailed structure of proteins
involved in cell division so we can target
them specifically. Then we can create
drugs that will bind with cancerous cells
and leave healthy cells unscathed.”
Modelling with super-computers
was key. Using newly-revealed protein
structures, Tuszynski developed a
computer program to find which among
millions of chemical compounds
would successfully attach to potential
protein targets. The possibilities seemed
endless, but the strategic data processing
approach was much more efficient
than laboratory testing through trial
and error.
“This type of computational drug
discovery was only possible thanks to
the generous support we received from
the Alberta Cancer Foundation and the
Allard Foundation here in Edmonton.
Employing sophisticated, predictive
software requires massive computer
processing capacity, which is why drug
development is usually in the domain
of large pharmaceutical companies.
These foundations provided the very
expensive hardware and funding
we needed.”
The Allard Foundation supports
health, education and family research
and programs, including the Allard

Chair in Experimental Oncology at
the University of Alberta held by Jack
Tuszynski from 2005-2020.
For director Chuck Allard, it’s not just
philanthropic, it’s personal.
“My father was a doctor and
established the foundation in the
1970s,” says Allard. “He had lung
cancer when he passed away, and my
mother also had cancer. We hear about
family and friends being diagnosed
every week, including younger people
in their 30s and 40s, and we are very
committed to fueling progress against
this destructive disease.”
Tuszynski also credits the CCI within
Alberta Health Services for providing a
fertile environment to work out design
challenges among cancer research and
clinical colleagues.
“We’re all in one place, surrounded by
medical doctors who are seeing cancer
cases in clinic every day,” he explains.
“It’s our number one advantage!
The ability to brainstorm with other
experimental oncologists, drug
discovery experts, and explore the needs
of clinicians is a huge advantage.”
Beyond the rich opportunities for
professional collaboration, he says
working at the Cross has been extremely
inspiring on a personal level.
“When you see these dedicated
specialists working with and on behalf
of patients every day, your motivation
goes through the roof. It’s such a
powerful feeling that you are on a
mission. If you fail, you don’t just fail
yourself, you fail all these people. That’s
really what is driving me.”
Even more exciting, he says, is early
evidence that CCI-001 could also be
effective against advanced colorectal
and pancreatic cancers.
The CCI-001 drug begins phase 1
clinical trials this fall to rule out possible
adverse events. Phase 2 trials will assess
effectiveness and proper dosing of the
drug, followed by wide-scale phase 3
trials to test on a broader population.

MEET THE NEW ALLARD RESEARCH CHAIR
In July 2021, the University of Alberta’s faculty of
medicine and dentistry announced Dr. Frederick West as
the new Allard Research Chair in Oncology. This position
is supported by the generosity of the Allard Foundation
and the Alberta Cancer Foundation. Originally from
Arizona, Dr. West moved to Edmonton in 2002 to join
U of A’s faculty of science as a chemistry professor.
Since then, he’s participated in several important cancer
research projects, including the development of new
tumour-imaging agents that have clinical potential in
treating drug-resistant cancer. Dr. West has also served
as the co-director of the Cancer Research Institute
of Northern Alberta, interim department chair and
is currently the acting dean in the faculty of science.
In a press release from the U of A, Dr. West says, as
the Allard Research Chair, he “is looking forward to
enhancing both the translational research pipeline at the
U of A and the entrepreneurial landscape for biomedical
research in the province.”
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